Settled Solids Management

WWTP Tank Cleaning Grit Removal Service

Founded in Florida in 1982, we’ve got what it takes to eliminate your grit!
Our Local Advantage
Florida has some of the most beautiful beaches in the world. While we love our sugar sand at the beach, it is a nightmare for wastewater
plant operations. When you’ve got sand in your tanks, it raises operational cost dramatically by increasing blower and mixer time, additives
needed to achieve effluent quality requirements, and maintenance time. Our Sand Dragon technology was designed specifically to remove
sand and grit from Florida WWTPs and our process eliminates one of the biggest challenges Florida plants face - sand.

The Impacts of Sand and Grit Infiltrating & Accumulating at Your Plant
Sand causes premature equipment failure throughout the entire plant, impacting internal piping, diffusers, blowers, mixers, and pumps to
name a few - the list goes on. Sand in a WWTP is the number one cause of low Dissolved Oxygen (DO). Low DO not only causes odor by
starving out, and killing off the good bacteria needed to break down and process waste, it’s also a breeding ground for filamentous bacteria
that can devastate a plant’s operation.

Removing sand from a WWTP is the least expensive repair that can be made to achieve quality
effluent efficiency by restoring the plant to its original design.

Settled Solids Management Sand Dragon Technology Advantages
• Designed to maximize efficiency - Fewer mechanical components minimize breakdowns to
increase productivity and efficiency. When downtime is not an option, in most cases your plant can
remain online and full of water during the cleaning process.
• Extended reach / access / depth capabilities - Our unique technology has virtually no limitations
on how far away or how deep we can reach to get to your sand. We are not constrained by boom
limits, limited access, or a lack of walkways or catwalks. Our Sand Dragon technology can be
coupled with our pontoon work platform. This platform has handrails and safety equipment to allow
access to all areas of large tanks, oxidation ditches and ponds.
• We do it by hand - Our hand operated Hydro-Shovel™ minimizes the risk of damaging delicate
diffuser systems and other submerged equipment.

Sand Dragon System

What Sets Us Apart?

Our technology has been tried and proven successful at Florida treatment plants for over 35 years
and its capability is still unmatched by any other technology available.
The Sand Dragon System. Our proprietary technology gives us many operational advantages.
The Sand Dragon is comprised of two 16 inch 26 foot long stainless steel screws and three
dewatering chambers. The screws wash, convey, and dewater the sand and grit to reach a
consistency that passes the paint filter test required by most Class One landfills for disposal. We
load directly into an open-top container such as an end-dump trailer or roll-off container. This
allows us to process continuously without having to shut down cleaning once the container is full.
We simply pull out the full container, and replace it with an empty one while the process continues
to run, maximizing on-site efficiency. On-site dewatering gives our customers the ability to visually
inspect each load before it leaves the job site.

Hydro-Shovel Collecting Lighter Grit
from Surface

The Hydro-Shovel™ System. Our patented and unique Hydro-Shovel™ system provides even
more operational advantages. Manual operation allows us to feel underwater to precisely sense
where grit is accumulated and maneuver around delicate diffuser systems and submerged tank
components. This is essential for maximum grit removal efficiency and allows us to collect sand,
grit, and rags accumulated on the bottom of tanks and around delicate internal piping and diffusers
systems, without fear of damage.
The vent tubes in the Hydro-Shovel™ hydraulically blast dense packed sand and fluidize it. Once
the Hydro-Shovel™ contacts dense packed sand and the mouth is restricted, the magic begins. The
vent tubes rapidly suck in water creating a powerful vortex which churns up packed sand, allowing it
to be easily removed all the way down to the concrete floor. The vent tubes also allow the operator
to control and regulate the amount of sand and grit that is being processed through the Sand Dragon
throughout the entire cleaning process.
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Hydro-Shovel Vortex
Scouring Deposited Grit

Our Settled Solids Management Sand Dragon Grit Removal Service Set-Up

Where We Can Help
Our technology allows us to clean around delicate diffuser systems while the process remains in service and full of water without the fear of
damage. Other technologies avoid these areas. We can clean pretty much any kind of tank, including:
• Filter cells
• Digesters
• Surge tanks
• Wet wells
• Aeration basins
• Master lift stations
• Equalization basins
• Oxidation ditches
• Nitrification tanks
• Anoxic basins
Unlimited Flexibility. The Hydro-Shovel™ is operated by hand, allowing us to precisely locate where to remove grit from. All components
are designed to be carried by a single person to any area of a plant. Flexible tubing connects the hoses for influent and for degritted effluent
water to be returned to the plant. We can extend these hoses as far or as deep as needed and are not limited to cleaning areas that a
vehicle can access.

In most cases we can
remove your grit while
your plant remains
fully operational.

Hydro-Shovel™

Rags Removed By The Sand Dragon

We’ve operated over a
1/2 mile away from the
target tank - we offer
unlimited flexibility in
depth or distance.

The Sand Dragon in Action

Contact Us Today For A Free Site Evaluation And Quote

To learn more about how our Settled Solids Management service can help improve your plant’s performance:

Call Us

(407) 322-0330

Visit Us

SSM.hydro-int.com

Email Us

SSM@hydro-int.com

Founded in Florida in 1982, Settled Solids Management Created the Sand Dragon
and are now part of Hydro International hydro-int.com

